
Bellwood
& Harris

Oaklea Court, Darlington
*FESTIVE TREAT- ONLY £50 ADMIN FEE ON ALL APPLICATIONS RECEIVED BEFORE CHRISTMAS*

Absolutely smashing three bedroom apartment set in an enviable position close to Darlington Town centre. This small gated development offers a great sense of security and privacy yet still offers easy
access to leisure amenities, shops, boutiques, restaurants, bars and nightlife. South Park is also just steps away from the front door and its leafy green presence can be felt from the apartment.

The apartment has just been refreshed throughout and has contemporary style without losing its sense of comfortable, homely, charm. Set to the top floor and comprises a lovely welcoming hallway with a
large storage cupboard - often lacking in modern properties! The generous lounge has an amazing deep bay window which could easily serve as a window seat, new light flooring and double aspect

windows. The kitchen leading off the lounge has been newly installed and is a contemporary high gloss finish with inbuilt oven hob and extractor as well as a washing machine and fridge/freezer.
The three bedrooms have all been repainted and offer bright clean accommodation - the master having a great range of built in furniture and storage. The bathroom is fresh, bright and sparklingly clean

with additional storage again.
Externally the grounds are immaculate and there is a single garage and communal parking.

This is a fantastic package of location and accommodation of the highest standard.

£575 Per calendar month



Beautiful three bedroom apartment set in an enviable position close to Darlington Town centre. This small
gated development offers a great sense of security and privacy yet still offers easy access to leisure amenities,
shops, boutiques, restaurants, bars and nightlife. South Park is also just steps away from the front door and its

leafy green presence can be felt from the apartment.
The apartment has just been refreshed throughout and has contemporary style without losing its sense of
comfortable, homely, charm. Set to the top floor and comprises a lovely welcoming hallway with a large

storage cupboard - often lacking in modern properties! The generous lounge has an amazing deep bay window
which could easily serve as a window seat, new light flooring and double aspect windows. The kitchen leading

off the lounge has been newly installed and is a contemporary high gloss finish with inbuilt oven hob and
extractor as well as a washing machine and fridge/freezer.

The three bedrooms have all been repainted and offer bright clean accommodation - the master having a great
range of built in furniture and storage. The bathroom is fresh, bright and sparklingly clean with additional

storage again.
Externally the grounds are immaculate and there is a single garage and communal parking.

This is a fantastic package of location and accommodation of the highest standard.




